Alternatives to placebo-controlled trials.
Until recently, the gold standard for assessing the efficacy and effectiveness of new medications has been the placebo-control randomized clinical trial (RCT). However, there are serious ethical concerns about placing patients on a placebo when effective treatments exist. Further, if a new agent is tested only against a placebo, there is no guarantee that it is more effective, or even as effective, as an existing agent. For these and other reasons, ethicists and regulatory bodies have said that, under these circumstances, new drugs should be tested against an active agent. There are three types of such trials: superiority, equivalence, and non-inferiority. In superiority trials, the goal is to establish that the new drug is better (i.e., more effective, or with a more benign side-effect profile) than the standard. Because such trials require much larger sample sizes than placebo-control studies, and are rarely required to bring a drug onto market, they are rarely done. In equivalence trials, the aim is to show that the new and standard agents have similar degrees of effectiveness or adverse events. Due to sample size requirements, most studies of new drugs are non-inferiority trials, in which it is sufficient to demonstrate that the new drug is not significantly worse than the existing ones. However, there are methodological concerns with equivalence and non-inferiority trials, including (a) an inability to determine if the drugs were equally good or equally bad; (b) poorly executed trials with low power can be mistaken for "proving" equivalence or non-inferiority; (c) the equivalence interval is arbitrary; (d) successive non-inferiority trials may lead to a gradual reduction in effectiveness; and (e) often larger trials are necessary. The paper also discusses "add on trials." It is recommended that, even when existing drugs exist, trials should consist of at least three arms, one of which is a placebo. This paper briefly considers the ethics of placebo, and conditions are stated under which such studies can be conducted.